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Create a value proposition whiteboard
What is the Value Proposition Whiteboard (VPW) for?
The VPW is a workshopping tool that allows you to construct a graphical model of a Value 
Proposition. A Value Proposition articulates how a stakeholder’s needs are met by one of the 
organization's offerings.

In Jalapeno, Value Propositions are composed of Scenarios, Needs, Benefits and Offering items. 
The VPW contains four columns – one column presenting each of these item types for the 
selected Value Proposition.

Where can I find the VPW?
The VPW is located in the Customer Value Pathway in the Business Architecture Module.

Are there any prerequisites to modelling a Value Proposition?
To model a Value Proposition, you must first select the Stakeholder and the Offering that the 
Value Proposition unites. If the Stakeholder and/or the Offering do not exist in the Jalapeno 
model, these can be created (see below).

stakeholder offering

How do I create a new Value Proposition?
To create a new Value Proposition, click on the      icon displayed after you have 
navigated to the VPW. In the pop-up dialog, enter the Value Proposition name, and a 
description (optional), and click Save.
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Once you have created the Value Proposition, the Stakeholder and Offering selectors become 
available. Select, or create, the Stakeholder and the Offering that the Value Proposition will use.

Once the Value Proposition, Stakeholder and Offering have been selected/created, a dialog is 
displayed confirming that you can now start to populate the Value Proposition.

How do I open a Value Proposition that I created earlier?
To open a Value Proposition that was created earlier, click on the       icon, and select from the 
dropdown list.

How do I populate a Value Proposition?
Once the ‘New Card’ icon becomes available, it is possible to populate a Value Proposition. To 
add an item to the VPW, click/drag the New Card icon on to the VPW ‘canvas’. The color of the 
card will change according to the VPW column it is in.

On ‘dropping’ the card, a dialog is displayed presenting options to find (an existing item) or 
create (a new item).

To find an existing item, select from the displayed drop-down list.
To create a new item, in the dialog enter a name, description (optional) and select the Type for 
the item.
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Can I model more than one Value Proposition in one Jalapeno model?
Yes, more than one Value Proposition can be modelled per Jalapeno model. 

How do I switch from viewing one Value Proposition, to another?
To switch the VPW from displaying one Value Proposition to another, click on ‘clear’ to the right 
of the Value Proposition selector.

What are the ‘cards’ presented on the VPW? What do they represent?

Why do the ‘cards’ change color when I drag them between columns on the VPW?
When you drag a card on to the VPW the card color changes as it passes over the VPW 
columns.

The color of the card corresponds to the type of item that the card will represent if dropped in 
that location on the VPW.

Scenario: The situation, or task, that the stakeholder is seeking to overcome or solve.

Need: Items, responses or services required by the stakeholder in the context of addressing 
the Scenario

Benefit: Positive impact experienced by the stakeholder due to the Offering item

Offering: An element of a product offering, which can be categorised as either a Product 
Feature, a Promotion, a Place, or a Price.
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Can I show that the ‘cards’ on the VPW are related to each other? 
Cards on the VPW can be linked.

To link cards, click+drag from the       icon on one of the cards, and release on the card to be 
linked. An arrow is displayed linking the two cards.

The following links can be created:
A Scenario can be linked to one or more Needs
A Need can be linked to one or more Scenarios, and to one or more Benefits
A Benefit can be linked to one or more Needs and to one or more Offering items.
An Offering item can be linked to one or more Benefits

Can I drag a card between columns?
No, it is not possible to drag cards between columns.
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How can I modify an existing Value Proposition?
An existing Value Proposition can be modified in the following ways:

1. Remove card from the VPW (the item remains in the model)
Click on the card to be removed and drag the card outside of the VPW 
columns.

2. Remove a link between cards on the VPW (retain the link in the model)
Move your mouse over the connector ending on the linked card. Click on 
the prompt “Remove Edge”. Click on “Remove from canvas”

3. Remove a link between cards on the VPW and in the model

Move your mouse over the connector ending on the linked card. Click on 
the prompt “Remove Edge”. Click on “Delete in model”

4. Remove / relate stakeholder

Remove the related stakeholder by clicking on the           icon.
Relate a stakeholder by clicking on the           icon 

5. Remove / relate Offering
Remove the related stakeholder by clicking on the           icon.
Relate a stakeholder by clicking on the           icon 

6. Remove / relate Value Stream
Click on the button “ValueStream” 
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How can I see detail for the Offering related to the Value Proposition?
Click on the          icon next to the Offering selector to see detail views of the Offering related to 
the current Value Proposition.

How can I see detail for the Stakeholder related to the Value Proposition?
Click on the          icon next to the Stakeholder selector to see detail views of the Stakeholder 
related to the current Value Proposition.

How can I create a new Stakeholder?
Click on the          icon located next to the Stakeholder selector to create a new Stakeholder.

How can I create a new Offering?
Click on the          icon located next to the Stakeholder selector to create a new Stakeholder.

What can a Value Proposition be related to?
Click on the                button located next to the Value Proposition drop down to select a value 
stream to link the value proposition to. The value stream describe the stages of value 
achievement required to achieve the intended value proposition for the stakeholder.
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Can you show me an example?
In the example shown here from the demo_insurance model, the Value Proposition ‘Empty 
Nesters – Insurance Claim’ is targeting the offering ‘Claim Settlement – Empty Nesters’ for the 
‘Empty Nesters’ stakeholder group. 


